As we have differing URLs for internal and external services (bbk vs birkbeck) anyone with a mobile device that may move between internal and external networks should always use the external URLs (else you will get very tired of changing your server settings).

If you are comfortable setting up your device without using a walkthrough, then this page is for you.

**Internal URLs for (non-mobile) fixed PC/Macs that never leave the BBK network.**

**Outlook:**
cas.birkbeck.ac.uk – (uses “Autodiscover”)

**OWA:**
https://owa.birkbeck.ac.uk/owa
From Windows PC’s that are domain members and for users that login in to CCSACADEMIC domain, authentication is not required (automatic).

**EWS: (Mac OSX)**
ews.birkbeck.ac.uk – (alias for cas.birkbeck.ac.uk)

**External URLs for all devices that are not fixed on internal network.**

**OWA:**
owa.bbk.ac.uk - (redirects to https://owa.bbk.ac.uk as does http://)

**EWS: (Mac OSX)**
ews.bbk.ac.uk

**Activesync:**
activesync.bbk.ac.uk

**Outlook AnyWhere:**
cas.birkbeck.ac.uk – (internal client access server)
outlook.bbk.ac.uk – (proxy server)